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(MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE NOMINEE'S DEPARTMENT HEAD BY THE LASTFRIDAYOF THEMONTH)

Name of nominated employee:_Employees-Seeattachedlist
Job Classification: Dept./Division: Parks & Rec, Public Works--------

Please select one or more of the following guidelines applicable to the nomination:

□

□

Action, service, idea or method that resulted in organizational improvements (saved the City time or money by
streamlining a process such as eliminating waste, significantly decreasing expenses or increasing efficiency),
and/or;

Outstanding action that brought public recognition to the City or enhanced the city or department's
professional image (returned a citizen's personal properly; recognized in the media for "going above and
beyond" routine job responsibilities), and/or,

Displaying overall excellent cooperation toward City goals and objectives (effectively communicating or
sharing information/knowledge to other departments/co-workers to achieve a common goal), and/or;

Going "above and beyond the call of duty" that exceeds nominee's job description (exemplary action outside
of work routine that prevented a citizen or co-worker from serious injury or death), and/or;

Other action warranting city wide recognition.

Please justify the nomination by providing specific details (use additional sheets if necessary):

Unfortunately, I do not get to interact with as many employees as I would like. When I do, however, I
always feel fortunate that we have so many wonderful employees.

Parks & Rec always exceeds my expectations, and I feel it's worth noting. Our events are absolutely
outstanding! People so enjoyed the Christmas Tree, parades, Easter event, the Pride event, the movie
nights, and the free concerts, just to name a few events. The new parks going up throughout the City are
phenomenal.

Events and parks aside, what is most appreciated is the positive can-do attitude of the individuals in this
department (and public works).

We had a recent situation where a group did not confirm their booking at the Field House. When they
showed up unexpected the Parks & Rec team, along with Juan Vasques of Public Works, immediately
prepared the Field House so that the event could go on. The team could have turned away this group as
they did not confirm the booking, but instead they pulled it together at a moment's notice and with smiling
faces.

Submitted by: (Print Name) Juli Casale

Department I Division: Commission
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Employee Nomination

Sam Metott
Amy Hanson
Senovian Stephens
Prentice Mobley
Lynda Wieland
Marisa Rodriguez
Priscilla Patrick
Dexter Hazel
Danielle Beardsley
Danielle Pearson
Nan Krushinski
Daniel Oliveras
Moonilal Sahai
Nelson Palomo
Juan Vasquez (public work)


